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The purpose of this work is a calculation field currents, 
migration and transformation of impurities on the waters of the 

Peter the Great Bay, under the influence of wind, tide outlets 

and non-regula currents in real time or at any given time.

The relevance of the work is connected with  the APEC Summit due
 

in 
2012, the construction of the Aquarium, Far eastern federal university 
DVFU and health-resort-recreation zone. 
The following conditions requires for the spa zone : 
1)the existence of pure marine waters for health-resort-recreation;  
2)the existence of diverse fauna and flora both on shore and at sea, for 
active tourism and scuba diving;  
3)availability of convenient access roads.



Special simulation model was 
developed in POI to calculate the 
fields of currents and admixture

The model allows to calculate:
1) speed and direction of wind currents; 

2) speed and direction of summary currents; 
3) speed and direction of impurities drift; 
4) quantities of oil on the sea surface, the evaporated oil, oil dispersed 
in the water and the oil emulsion , discarded oil afhore; 
5) average chemical composition of oil at sea; 
6) change in density, pressure of spreading  and viscosity of oil ; 
7) make recommendations on the use of chemical and mechanic  tools.



Panel of model control



A) radar picture with ERS-2 (www.gis.poi.dvo.ru)  the distribution of oil 
films on the waters of the Bosphorus

 
Strait on 04.09.91 

and the simulated motion of oil slicks (light yellow area and line) on the 
waters from a source 
B) in the area of  the Golden Horn  Bay (black cross) and 
C) the Ulis

 
Bay (black cross) from 03.09.91 to 04.09.91 in real wind 

conditions and distribution of spots at the end of the calculation (red 
squares)



A) radar picture with ERS-2 (www.gis.poi.dvo.ru)  the distribution of oil 
films on the waters of the Bosphorus

 
Strait on 04.10.91 

and the simulated motion of oil slicks (light yellow area and line) on the 
waters from a source 
B) in the area of b. Golden Horn  Bay (black cross) and 
C) the Ulis

 
Bay (black cross) from 03.10.91 to 04.10.91 in real wind 

conditions and distribution of spots at the end of the calculation (red 
squares)   



















A) radar picture with ERS-2 (www.gis.poi.dvo.ru)  the distribution of oil films on the 
waters of the Bosphorus

 

Strait on 21.10.2005 
and the simulated motion of oil slicks (light yellow area and line) on the waters from a 
source 
B) in the area of b. Golden Horn  Bay (black cross) and 
C) the Ulis

 

Bay (black cross) from 20.10.2005 to 21.10.2005 in real wind conditions 
and distribution of spots at the end of the calculation (red squares)



A) radar picture with ERS-2 (www.gis.poi.dvo.ru)  the distribution of oil films on the 
waters of the Bosphorus

 

Strait on 28.06.2006 
and the simulated motion of oil slicks (light yellow area and line) on the waters from a 
source 
B) in the area of b. Golden Horn  Bay (black cross) and 
C) the Ulis

 

Bay (black cross) from 27.06.2006 to 28.06.2006 in real wind conditions 
and distribution of spots at the end of the calculation (red squares)



The Peter the Great Bay, winter, mean wind speed -

 

7.7 m/c, beginning of tide

A)                                                              B)

 
Total currents                                                  Movement of dissolved pollution after 

24 hours (Black points -

 

finish positions ).
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Distribution of oil hydrocarbons in sub bottom water on the Peter 
the Great bay  from natural sources

С.ш.
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Radar picture with ERS-2 (www.gis.poi.dvo.ru)  the distribution of oil 
films on the waters of the Peter the Great Bay on 22.02.1997 



Radar picture with ERS-2 (www.gis.poi.dvo.ru)  the distribution of oil 
films on the waters of the Peter the Great Bay (the Pos’

 
et Bay) on 

24.04.1999 
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Simulated motion of oil slicks (light yellow area and line) on the 
waters from a natural sources from 21.02.1997 to 22.02.1997 in real 
wind conditions and distribution of spots at the end of the calculation 
(red squares)



The experimental results and the results of simulation 
modeling showed:
1) calculations of currents and fields of impurity distribution on the Peter the 
Great Bay  were performed with using of  the morphology maps of the coast 
and bottom, experimental data on currents and sea levels, river inflow and 
water exchange with an exposed area of the Sea of Japan;
2) a model  of currents and drifting oil slicks were developed on the waters of 
the Gulf and held its accuracy according to the available experimental data 
and satellite images;
3)calculation of drift trajectories of oil slicks  showed that admixture 
resulting in traffic mostly went ashore or settles on the bottom and polluted 
the coastal zone of the Gulf
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